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London/New Delhi – 15 September 2018 Having launched to great acclaim and now in its second year,

Capacity India & SAARC has joined forces with leading digital infrastructure conference series Datacloud

(http://www.datacloudindia.com/) to provide a truly unique opportunity to connect with the region’s

entire voice, data, content, cloud and edge ecosystem.



These two pre-eminent events co-located across two days in New Delhi will be accessible with one premier

networking pass.



Capacity India & SAARC will take place on the 12th of February followed by the inaugural Datacloud India

& SAARC (http://www.datacloudindia.com/) on the 13th. Delegates can attend each individual content stream

while also leveraging networking and deal-making opportunities on both days, using the shared exhibition

space in the five star Westin Gurgaon, New Delhi.



This distinct two-day forum for India & SAARC provides invaluable business knowledge, an outstanding line

up of key industry players and the prospect to do deals that influence outcomes for the region’s future

telecom environment. 



Remarking on the announcement, Chairman of BroadGroup Philip Low commented, “We are delighted to launch

Datacloud India & SAARC with the globally respected Capacity brand. The relationship between telco and

data centre businesses has increased significantly in recent years.”



Aligning our events is the joint desire to promote India and the surrounding region as a massive growth

opportunity for our respective partners. “Bringing together leading infrastructure, hyperscale, data

centre and cloud executives with content, carrier and telco services creates a new and unique platform to

network and do deals in one of the world’s top growth markets,” continued Mr Low. 



Capacity India & SAARC 2019 will continue to unite regional and international carriers, ISPs, subsea and

terrestrial cable operators, IXPs, content providers, data centres and cloud SPs, aggregators, vendors,

and Government bodies with the entire local telecoms market in India and the Indian subcontinent.



Datacloud is a recognised beacon of high quality content offering thought leadership across the critical

IT infrastructure markets. It has performed a seminal role as the international networking and deal

making opportunity for data centre, cloud, and Edge players, hyperscales, investors and enterprise

infrastructure customers. 



Hosting both events in one location with a shared exhibition area will provide an unparalleled thought

leadership platform and networking opportunity for players in the region’s communications and data

infrastructure. 



This joint summit takes place in The Westin Gurgaon, New Delhi 12-13 February 2019 and registration will

be opening shortly with special hotel accommodation offers.
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BroadGroup and Capacity are both part of Euromoney Institutional Investor PLC



For more information on the event, please contact the team (http://www.datacloudindia.com/enquiries)
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